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Forecasting dust storms for large geographical areas with high resolution poses great
challenges for scientific and computational research. Limitations of computing power
and the scalability of parallel systems preclude an immediate solution to such challenges. This article reports our research on using adaptively coupled models to resolve
the computational challenges and enable the computability of dust storm forecasting
by dividing the large geographical domain into multiple subdomains based on spatiotemporal distributions of the dust storm. A dust storm model (Eta-8bin) performs
a quick forecasting with low resolution (22 km) to identify potential hotspots with high
dust concentration. A finer model, non-hydrostatic mesoscale model (NMM-dust) performs high-resolution (3 km) forecasting over the much smaller hotspots in parallel to
reduce computational requirements and computing time. We also adopted spatiotemporal principles among computing resources and subdomains to optimize parallel systems
and improve the performance of high-resolution NMM-dust model. This research
enabled the computability of high-resolution, large-area dust storm forecasting using
the adaptively coupled execution of the two models Eta-8bin and NMM-dust.
Keywords: parallel computing; Cyber GIS; atmospheric modelling; nested models;
computing intensity; applied sciences; geospatial platform; spatiotemporal thinking and
computing

1. Introduction
Dust storms are the result of strong turbulent wind systems entraining particles of dust
into the air, reducing visibility down from miles to several meters (Goudie and Middleton
1992). Global climate change has driven up the frequency and intensity of dust storms in
the past decades with negative consequences on the environment, human health, and assets.
For example, dust storms (1) contain marine nutrients, such as active iron and phosphorus,
which can result in algal blooms over the ocean surface when decomposing into the ocean
water (Dulac et al. 1996); (2) act as a pollutant which reduces air quality and affects public
health by causing allergies, respiratory diseases, and eye infections (Nickling and Gillies
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1993); and (3) impact both the environment and climate from regional to global scale
(Sokolik and Toon 1996, Gong et al. 2003) by causing the cooling of oceans through
reflecting solar radiation back to space (Gong et al. 2003) and contributing to global aerosol
mass load and optical thickness (Gong et al. 2003), where a dust-laden atmosphere with an
average optical thickness of 0.5 would cause a net radiative forcing of +20 to +40 W/m2
over arid regions and −5 to −15 W/m2 over the ocean (Sokolik and Toon 1996).
The severe impacts of dust storms on our environment have motivated scientists to
develop dust models for (1) predicting dust storms; (2) understanding dust processes;
(3) quantifying the global dust cycle; and (4) re-constructing past climates (Shao and Dong
2006). Since the late 1980s, several research groups have developed dust models that can
correctly predict spatiotemporal patterns, evolution, and order of magnitude of dust concentration, emissions, and deposition (e.g. Westphal et al. 1988, Gong et al. 2003, Shao
et al. 2007, Han et al. 2004).
However, utilizing those existing models to predict high-resolution dust storms poses
several critical challenges:
(1) Simulating dust storm phenomena is very complex and computing intensive (Xie
et al. 2010). Such a periodic phenomenon simulation requires the iteration of
computing-intensive numerical equations for many times. For a given domain size,
the computing cost of an atmospheric model is a function of n4 , where n is the grid
dimension, including two horizontal dimensions, one vertical dimension, and one
time dimension (Baillie et al. 1997). Therefore, doubling the geographic domain
on the horizontal direction would result in a fourfold increase in the computing
cost. Halving the spatial resolution only could result in an eightfold increase in
the computing cost because it would also require halving the time-step to keep the
model accuracy (Baillie et al. 1997).
(2) Dust storm forecasting is a time-critical task that requires a limited computing
time. For example, a 2-hour computing limit is recommended for 1-day forecasting to make the results useful (Drake and Foster 1995). Limited geographic
domain and/or resolution forecasting is usually performed to complete the simulations within the time limit (Wolters et al. 1995). However, a postcode-level
resolution is needed for dust storm forecasting to support decision-making, such
as preparing medications in public health (Yang et al. 2008). Figure 1 shows the
computing time required for a 24-hour forecasting over different domain sizes on
the horizontal directions and with the same vertical layers (37 layers) and spatial
resolution (3 km). More than 7.5 hours are needed to forecast a 10 × 10 degree
domain size using cutting-edge hardware configuration (Yang et al. 2011a). Based
on the computing cost of an atmospheric model and computing requirement trends
(Figure 1), forecasting the whole southwest United States with a domain size of
37 × 20 degree would require about 60 hours. Such a computing performance is
not acceptable because we would be forecasting yesterday.
The limitation of computing power precludes a direct solution to complete the southwest United States high-resolution forecasting within reasonable time constraints (Huang
2011), and more efficient computing strategies should be explored (Kuligowski and
Barros 1999). One solution is to embed a finer-resolution subdomain or succession of
subdomains within the entire domain with lower resolution to enhance the resolution
over specific areas of interest while moderating the required computing cost (Anthes
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Figure 1. Execution time for different geographic domain forecasts.

1983, Kuligowski and Barros 1999). Such an approach is called nested models or, more
commonly, high-resolution limited area models.
Generally, nested models require a priori knowledge of where to place the highresolution subdomains inside the entire domain (Constantinescu et al. 2008). For a
real-time dust storm forecasting system, users are not aware of where the dust storm will
occur, and therefore traditional tightly coupled nesting approach is not suitable. In addition,
finer-scale module and coarse-scale module are tightly coupled to execute concurrently and
extensive efforts are required to enable the two modules to be coupled together (Michalakes
et al. 1998). We propose a loosely adaptively coupled solution to overcome this issue. In the
adaptive loosely coupled approach, a coarse dust storm model (Eta-8bin) is first executed
with low spatial resolution (22 km) to identify potential dust event areas. Afterwards, a
finer model, NMM-dust, will run with higher resolution (3 km) for those potential areas
on different groups of computing resources with each group performing one subdomain
forecasting. This way, simulation of each subdomain with much smaller size can be completed with much less computing cost and without too much extra efforts to modify the
two models.
In this article, NMM-dust model is used to produce high-resolution results for weather
forecasting executed in parallel. High-performance computing (HPC, Armstrong et al.
2005) or grid computing (Yang et al. 2008) have been used to address the increasing
computing need in geographic science problems and enable a lot of research and geospatial applications, such as dust storm simulation (Xie et al. 2010) and digital elevation
model (DEM) interpolation (Huang and Yang 2010). However, in parallelized HPC or grid
computing environments, communication (Drake and Foster 1995, Sterling et al. 1995),
synchronization, and load balance (Yang et al. 2011a) are potential bottlenecks in the
overall performance.
One possible direction for reducing communication overhead of HPC systems is to
optimize the configuration and scheduling of the parallel system based on the spatiotemporal relations and principles among the computing resources and phenomena (Huang
and Yang 2010). Yang et al. (2011a) provided a general guide about how to discover
the spatiotemporal principles with several examples to improve the performance of dust
storm simulation. This article builds upon but significantly enhances that research to better
explore and improve HPC by using spatiotemporal patterns and constraints.
Section 2 reviews related research on loosely adaptively coupled models and HPC support for dust storm forecasting. Section 3 introduces the methodology, including adaptive
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loosely coupled models and HPC performance improvement strategies based on spatiotemporal principles. Section 4 presents and analyses the experiments of loosely coupled nested
models, and scheduling strategies of computing resources (CPU and storage) to demonstrate how to improve the performance based on these strategies. Finally, in Section 5, we
demonstrate that our approach can provide a potential solution to complete the computation of dust storm forecasting for large areas and high resolution within acceptable time
frame.
2. Related work
2.1. Nested models
Nested models are able to properly simulate and predict spatial features and resolve processes with small scales on subdomains of a big domain with higher resolution. Therefore,
to produce the regional high-resolution simulation results without the enormous computing cost of a global model at the high resolution, nested models are used for a variety of
research and operational applications (Ramón et al. 2002). For example, nested models are
greatly used in the research on chemical transport and decomposing process over the atmosphere (Pleim et al. 1991), regional air pollution (Constantinescu et al. 2008), regional and
global weather and climate pattern analyses (Giorgi et al. 1996, McGregor 1997, Fennessy
and Shukla 2000, Ramón et al. 2002, Jasper et al. 2002).
However, most models are developed and nested in a ‘static tightly coupled’ approach
(Sela 1980, Giorgi et al. 1996, McGregor 1997, Fennessy and Shukla 2000, Nellson
et al. 2005). Within the static tightly coupled approach, a high-resolution module could
be one way, two way, or even triple way nested with a low-resolution module and both
are executed at the same time (Fennessy and Shukla 2000). For example, a subdomain,
high-resolution atmospheric module (with 80 km resolution) was nested in the Center for
Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA) global general circulations module (GCM; Sela
1980) (with 1.88 × 2.88 degree spatial resolution) for seasonal climate prediction over
North America (Fennessy and Shukla 2000). Extensive modifications of both modules are
required to make them ready for nesting because of inconsistent subroutine interfaces, definition of physical constants, data structures, and other problems (Michalakes et al. 1998).
In addition, nesting of finer subdomain into coarser domain requires a priori knowledge
of where inside the modelling domain to place the finer subdomain (Constantinescu et al.
2008). For instance, at Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI), the fifth-generation
Mesoscale Model (MM5) is nested with High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM).
A subdomain with 3 km resolution was statically set up for the Oslo region for nesting with
MM5 (Baklanov et al. 2002).
For a real-time dust-storm prediction system, users are not aware of where the dust
storm will occur. Therefore, the traditionally static tightly coupled nested approach is not
suitable for the sporadic event forecasting, and adaptively adjusting the high-resolution
subdomains should be required for dust storm simulation. Some studies have been conducted to perform adaptive atmospheric modelling where different subdomains are able to
be computed with different spatial resolutions dynamically during the simulations (Hart
et al. 1998, Borthwick et al. 2000, Constantinescu et al. 2008). Those adaptive approaches
use refinement criteria to adaptively control the high-resolution subdomain placement.
However, the success of those approaches depends on the design of the refinement criteria which can highly influence the model’s accuracy (Constantinescu et al. 2008). Also,
there is an overhead associated with the management of the non-uniform subdomains by
interpolating the solution between different resolution levels (Constantinescu et al. 2008).
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This research will investigate how to integrate multi-resolution models to tackle
the computing challenges of complex problems in an ‘adaptive loosely coupled nested’
manner. Within this approach, the high-resolution model will adaptively perform the forecasting over the areas that have potential dust events and are identified by the coarse model
results. This approach can resolve the computing demands of large scale problems efficiently without or with only slight modification to the original models. In addition, this
approach would greatly promote the research of communication and integration of different models, be easily applied to other research, e.g. air quality, and contribute to flexible
and extensible global modelling framework.
2.2. High-performance computing for dust storm forecasting
2.2.1. Parallelization of dust storm models
Dust storm models are developed by adding dust solvers into the regional atmospheric
models (Nickovic et al. 1997, Shao et al. 2007). Dust storm models parallelization is to
parallelize the kernel atmospheric modules. The atmosphere is modelled by dividing the
study area into three-dimensional spatial cells and atmospheric modelling is the process
to solve a system of coupled non-linear partial differential equations on each cell with
appropriate boundary conditions (Purohit et al. 1999). The calculations of the equations
on each cell are repeated with a time-step to model phenomena evolution. Therefore, the
computing cost of an atmospheric model is a function of the number of cells in the domain
and the number of time-steps (Baillie et al. 1997).
Parallel computing architectures are greatly used as an instrumental mechanism for
the execution of atmospheric phenomena simulation (Jin et al. 2003), such as Eta Model
(Henderson et al. 1994), Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) (Rodriguez et al. 1995), Quasi NonHydrostatic meteorological model (QNH) (Baillie et al. 1995), HIRLAM (Wolters et al.
1995), MM5 (Davis et al. 1999), Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) (Xue
et al. 2003), and Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) (Cotton et al. 2003).
HPC and computing advancements made by faster Central Processing Units (CPUs) allow
modern Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models to reach a very high resolution (e.g.
Davis et al. 1999). For example, MM5 has been used for real-time weather prediction at a
resolution of 1 km by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command (Davis et al. 1999).
An atmospheric model performs essentially the same set of computations in each simulation cell within the domain. Normally, a Single Program Multiple Data stream (SPMD)
domain decomposition approach and nearest neighbour communication in the physical
subdomains is required (Nanjundiah 1998). Data dependencies between neighbouring cells
in the vertical direction are much larger than that in the horizontal directions. Horizontal
decomposition in the model is usually used to minimize communication overhead (Wolters
et al. 1995). The communication includes halo exchanges, periodic boundary updates, parallel transposes, and others. The halo region is the part of the local memory allocated
around a cell for exchanging information with neighbouring cells using message passing.
The process of data decomposition should define the halo regions assigned to each processor and also define a virtual array of processors used to execute these subdomains and
create neighbourhood relations between subdomains.
2.2.2. Performance improvement
Performance improvement of parallel systems has been studied by improving the data
structure, algorithm, libraries for parallelization, and compiler for code compilation
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(Rodriguez et al. 1995, 1996). Rodriguez et al. (1995) studied and compared the
performance issues in the parallelization of weather prediction models using two different parallelization libraries. He also discussed optimization strategies for parallel systems
by using redundant computations to minimize the data exchanges (Rodriguez et al. 1996).
Baer and Zhang (1998) proposed to reconstruct the prediction equations in a format that
will allow a longer time-step without loss of accuracy.
In addition to modifying, constraining, and reengineering the application architecture
and algorithms, an HPC supporting geospatial sciences should leverage spatiotemporal
principles and constraints to better optimize and utilize HPC in a spatiotemporal fashion
(Calstroka and Waston 2010, Yang et al. 2011a). Earlier investigations found that not only
can HPC be used to support geospatial sciences, but it can also be optimized with spatiotemporal principles to best utilize available distributed computing resources (Yang et al.
2011b). Yang et al. (2011a) demonstrated that spatiotemporal principles can be used to better parallelize models, arrange the computing resources based on the spatiotemporal scales
and spatial resolution, and select the computing resources based on the network connection
and topology. In this article, more spatiotemporal patterns and examples are explored and
employed to improve the HPC performance for enabling the computability of dust storm
forecasting.
3. Methodology
3.1. Adaptive loosely coupled strategy
Several numerical dust models have been proposed and developed. The Dust Regional
Atmospheric Model (DREAM) (Nickovic et al. 2001), designed to simulate dust entrainment and transport on a regional scale, is widely used for dust cycle modelling systems.
DREAM can be easily configured and incorporated into other atmospheric models.
For instance, it has been successfully coupled with National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP)/Eta as both the Eta-4bin (four particle-size classes) and the Eta-8bin
(eight particle-size classes) dust forecast models to simulate the dust cycle in the atmosphere. The performance of the system has been tested for a variety of dust storm episodes
in a variety of locations and resolutions.
The Eta-8bin model has shown considerable potential in forecasting severe storms.
However, the Eta-8bin model runs in sequence rather than in parallel (Xie et al. 2010), and
the model has a coarse spatial resolution of 1/3 degree that cannot be used for many applications. With current required horizontal resolutions, for example, 3 km, the Eta model
used with NWP would go beyond its accuracy limit. The Eta model was replaced in the
US National Weather Service (NWS) operations by a non-hydrostatic mesoscale model
(NMM), which has a higher resolution and greater computational efficiency (Janjic 2003).
The coupling of the DREAM dust forecasting algorithm and the NMM meteorological
module (NMM-dust) forms a much higher resolution model, which enables an increased
spatial resolution to the postcode level, or about 3 km × 3 km. NMM-dust model can produce higher-resolution results and is executable in parallel mode on distributed systems.
Parallel processing is supported through the message passing interface (MPI) programming
model.
It would be ideal if the NMM-dust model could be run for a large forecasting domain
(i.e. the southwest of the continental United States, 37 × 20 degree in total). However,
the NMM-dust model itself and computing capacity cannot support such a large domain
size running at a 3 km resolution due to high computing and memory consumption (Yang
et al. 2011a). To support the runs, we should either (1) redesign the existing algorithms,
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codes, and data structures or (2) increase the speed of the CPU and network connection
(Yang et al. 2011a). Even though the model, after re-engineering the code, can support
such a large domain, the forecasting cannot successfully complete within reasonable time
for 1-day forecasting (Figure 1).
Therefore, it is not feasible to run the high-resolution NMM-dust model for the entire
southwest United States. Instead, the coarse-resolution Eta-8bin model could perform a
quick forecasting for a large domain, whereas the NMM-dust model could run at a higher
resolution for subdomains with potential dust storm events. Specifically, the adaptive
loosely coupled strategy would (1) first run the low-resolution model, Eta-8bin; (2) identify subdomains of high predicted dust concentrations by analysing the results of Eta-8bin
model; and (3) run the higher-resolution NMM-dust model for only those subdomains
with much smaller area in parallel by assimilating the output of the Eta-8bin model.
In this approach, high-resolution model results for specific subdomains of interest could
be obtained more rapidly than an execution of a high-resolution model over the entire
domain.
The Eta-8bin model output can be automatically taken by the NMM-dust models as an
input to reduce the communication time between the two different models. Modifications
to the Eta-8bin model pre- and post-processing components are required to enable this
model interoperability. Standard input and output file formats are implemented and utilized for both the Eta-8bin and the NMM-dust models so that the outputs of one could
be used as the input for another. Specifically, we decided to use the Network Common
Data Form (NetCDF) as the file format for the outputs of both models, allowing standard
meteorological data processing tools to access and process these products. Both models,
after modification of pre- and post-processing components, are able to read NetCDF files
for model initialization. The use of a common, well-supported data format for both model
initialization and output significantly improves the communication and streamlines the process of developing multi-model workflows. In this way, the output of one model can be used
to initialize another, either for a model run for a subsequent time-step, or for the execution
of a higher-resolution model for the same time period when the low-resolution model has
already been run.
3.2. Performance improvement through spatiotemporal patterns
3.2.1. Parallelization of NMM-dust model
Similar to other atmospheric model parallelization, an SPMD data decomposition approach
is used for parallelization by decomposing the domain into multiple subdomains and distributing the computing load of each subdomain onto one CPU core as a process. Figure 2
shows parallelizing a (4.5 × 7.1 degree) domain with spatial resolution 0.02083 degree
to 24 subdomains (4 × 6 decomposition) for one vertical layer. Based on the boundary
size and spatial resolution, the grid cells of one vertical layer would be 215 × 345. The
decomposition algorithm will try to make all subdomains the same dimension but the border subdomains on the last column and row will be allocated with the remaining grid
cells. Therefore, there would be generally 54 × 57 grid cells for each subdomain except
for subdomains on the border. The process processing the subdomains will need to communicate with their neighbouring processes for local computation and synchronization.
The process responsible for processing the internal subdomains, such as subdomain 5 in
blue, will require communication among four neighbour processes. The subdomains at
the edge of the domain, such as subdomain 4 in green, will exchange data among three
neighbours while the rest, such as subdomain 0 in red, will only require data exchange
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Figure 2. Parallelizing a 4.56 × 7.12 degree domain to 24 subdomains (4 × 6) with 0.02083 degree
spatial resolution (about 3 km, 215 × 343 grid cells in total).

among two neighbours. During the computation, the intermediate data results of each
subdomain are produced in the local memory of a computing node. Other computing
nodes need to access the data through file transfer across the computer network. The
cost of data transfer due to communication among neighbour subdomains is a key efficiency issue because it adds significant overhead (Baillie et al. 1997). Figure 3 and
Table 1 illustrate all the NMM-dust kernel subroutines in computing sequence for each
subdomain.
3.2.2. Computability strategies
The spatiotemporal principles enlighten the direction of improving HPC performance
(Yang et al. 2011a, 2011b) by (1) parallelizing the model and (2) selecting, arranging,
and scheduling the computing resources. In this article, more strategies are explored to
improve the performance of HPC by considering the spatiotemporal patterns of computing
resources.
3.2.2.1. Subdomain and computing node mapping. Different subdomain and computing
node mapping methods result in different communication overheads. Figures 4a and b
show two mapping methods for dispatching 12 subdomains to two computing nodes A

Figure 3. Computing subroutines and communication and synchronization for NMM-dust model
(the subroutines in grey require communication and synchronization).
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(a) Non-neighbour mapping

775

(b) Neighbour mapping

Figure 4. Two mapping methods for dispatching 12 subdomains to two computing nodes A and B.

and B. Figure 4b requires only three grid cell communications over two different computing
nodes while Figure 4a requires nine adjacent boundaries to exchange data over two computing nodes. Obviously, the method in Figure 4b can reduce the communication overhead
by making more communication occur within the same node rather than over computer
networks.
By default, the middleware Message Passing Interface Chameleon version 2
(MPICH2) will dispatch the subdomains to the computing nodes sequentially. For instance,
if we have two computing nodes and six subdomains, then the first, third, and fifth subdomains will be dispatched to the first computing node and the second, fourth, and sixth
subdomains will be dispatched to the second computing node. Therefore, MPICH2 uses
the typical non-neighbour mapping method. In the subdomain and computing nodes experiment, two computing nodes are utilized and half continuous subdomains are dispatched
on the first computing node and the rest are dispatched on the other computing node, in a
neighbour mapping fashion.
3.2.2.2. Storage. During the simulation, each process will produce the intermediate
results representing the subdomain for neighbouring subdomains to integrate after simulation. In the HPC architecture, each computing node is usually designed to access the
same remote data storage to execute tasks in parallel. A network file system (NFS) or other
methods are used to share the storage and to ensure the synchronization of data access.
However, the performance of the parallel system would be compromised if the network
connection and topology of the remote storage and computing nodes were not properly
configured (Huang and Yang 2010). In addition, different storage models could have different impacts on the performance for I/O and data-intensive applications. In this article,
we will test the impact of the most popular storage models, NFS and Parallel Virtual File
System version 2 (PVFS2; Latham et al. 2010) on the performance of dust storm forecasting, compared with the local storage strategy, where each computing node has the same
copy of data on its local storage.
3.3. Experiment design
To enable the computability of dust storm forecasting (Koh et al. 2005) for higher resolutions and larger geographic domain, we designed three sets of experiments to utilize and
understand various aspects of the computing strategies and spatiotemporal patterns of the
dust storm simulation: (1) Adaptive loosely coupled model is to test the efficiency of our
loosely coupled nesting strategy; (2) Subdomain and computing node mapping is used to
test the performance difference of different methods for dispatching subdomains to different computing nodes; and (3) File system is to analyse the impact of different file systems
on performance.
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To investigate the performance improvement, we calculated the performance improvement factor s:
s=

t
T

(1)

where t is the decrease in the computing time of dust storm simulation and T is the
original computing time before parallel systems are optimized.
4. Experiments and result analyses
4.1. Experiment environment
Facility A includes 25 computing nodes and all nodes are connected through local area
networks (LANs of 1Gbps). Each node has 16GB memory and two quad-core processors (eight physical cores) with a clock frequency of 2.33 GHz, a peak performance of
7.6 Gflops/core, and a sustained performance of 1 Gflops/core.
4.2. Adaptive loosely coupled models
This experiment first executes a lower-resolution (22 km) Eta-dust for a large geographic
domain to identify areas of interests (AOIs) with high dust concentration. Spatiotemporal
correlation analysis is performed in near real-time fashion for 2-day, low-resolution results
of Eta-dust to identify AOI regions by utilizing the dust spatial distribution and evolution
patterns. High resolution but much smaller regions will be simulated by NMM-dust model
with 3 km as resolution in parallel. The dust event on 1 July 2007 was used to test the
feasibility of the adaptive loosely coupled nested dust storm framework. Figure 5 shows
the entire domain and 18 AOIs identified.

Figure 5. Low-resolution model domain and sub-domains (AOIs) identified for high-resolution
model execution.
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Figure 6. AOIs width and length distribution.

Figure 6 shows the AOI width and length distribution where most AOIs are within
2 × 2 degrees geographic coverage that can be well supported by higher-resolution NMMdust model. Figure 6 shows only 12 AOIs because some AOIs have similar domain size
and only one domain of each different size is illustrated. Figure 7 shows the execution
time required for different AOIs when HPC handles all AOIs in parallel. Therefore, it
is expected to finish the entire AOIs within 2.7 hours if all the AOIs are simulated by
the NMM-dust model in parallel. This does not satisfy the 2-hour constraint for 1-day
forecasting. Therefore, facility A should be optimized through better parallelization and
scheduling strategies to enable the forecasting within 2 hours.
4.3. Performance improvement
4.3.1. Subdomain and computing nodes mapping
Figure 8 shows the computing time for NMM-dust model using different process numbers
with neighbour mapping and non-neighbour mapping methods. The experiment results of
different mapping methods support that if we map the neighbouring subdomains to the
neighbouring processors of computing nodes, much higher performance can be obtained.
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Figure 7. NMM-dust model execution time for each AOI on facility A in parallel.
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Figure 8. Neighbour mapping can improve the performance of NMM-dust storm modelling by a
factor of 20% than that of non-neighbour-mapping methods.

It is observed that around 20% performance improvement factor (s) could be achieved on
an average if we use the neighbour mapping method. Therefore, this result indicates that we
should dispatch neighbour subdomains to the same computing node as much as possible to
reduce the communication over computer networks.
4.3.2. File system model
During the simulation, each process will produce temporary files for its subdomains to
be integrated with that of other neighbouring subdomains/processes after simulation. The
experiment results (Figure 9) demonstrate that it is possible to get a similar performance
when using local storage to store the temporary files and then transfer results to the master
node after finishing the simulation and using NFS to share remote storage. When more process numbers are used, the local storage strategy gets a little better performance. This result
indicates that the I/O performance is not the key bottleneck. However, PVFS2 would be
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Figure 9. Using different file systems to run the NMM-dust storm model for domains 2.3 ×
3.5 degree in the southwest United States with 3 km resolution, for 3-hour predictions. The
PVFS2 achieved a 20% performance improvement (s) than that of NFS.
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helpful to improve the performance by reducing the communication overhead. In addition,
PVFS would obtain better performance when using less than 32 processes.

4.4. Experimental result analysis and integration
4.4.1. Result analysis
The three sets of experiment results verified the feasibility of using loosely coupled nesting
models, and reveal spatiotemporal patterns and guidance for configuring and scheduling
the HPC facilities for better performance. Table 2 shows how to integrate the experiment
results into practical applications: (1) experiment 1 indicates that the spatiotemporal pattern of a phenomenon can be utilized to enable the computability of simulating a large
geographic domain; (2) experiment 2 supports that if we map the neighbouring subdomains
to the neighbouring computing nodes, better performance can be obtained. The neighbour
subdomains assigned to the same machine would reduce the communication overhead by
making the communication occur at the same machine without going through the network;
and (3) experiment 3 suggests that a good file system model would greatly improve the
performance.

4.4.2. Integration
Finally, we integrated adaptive loosely coupled models to divide the large area into multiple
small subdomains by performing a fast, low-resolution model simulation, and then using
neighbour mapping and local storage strategies to improve the performance of the parallel
system for high-resolution model executions.
Figure 10 shows the improvements of computing time and performance for each AOI
execution on the 24 computing nodes for 48 process numbers before and after optimization
using the NMM-dust model. It is observed that the performance could be improved by
more than 36% in average for each AOI execution after using neighbour mapping and
local storage strategies. In addition, it indicates facility A can successfully complete the
forecasting within 1.8 hours. These results show that the approaches proposed in this article
address the computing demands of a large-area and high-resolution forecasting within the
time constraints.

5. Conclusion
This research reports strategies to enable the computability of dust storm forecasting. Two
dust-storm simulation models, Eta-8bin and NMM-dust, were used as examples to illustrate the adaptive loosely coupled strategy. The strategy divides the computation for a large
domain into multiple small subdomains that require much less computing. We presented
a solution based on the parallelization of the high-resolution model, NMM-dust, and a set
of strategies, including subdomain and computing nodes mapping and storage model that
can be used to better leverage HPC by considering the spatiotemporal patterns of computing resources. Three sets of experiments are conducted to demonstrate the feasibility
of adaptive loosely coupled model executions and the improvements by using performance optimization strategies. The integration results show that the approaches proposed
in this article can successfully perform high-resolution forecasting over a large geographic
domain within a reasonable time constraint.

3. File system model

2. Subdomain and
processor mapping

1. Loosely coupled
nesting models

Experiment

Divide and run hotspots area,
which is identified based on
the spatial pattern and
temporal evolution of dust
storm in parallel
Dispatching subdomains to
computing resources based on
the spatial relationships of
subdomains as well as
computing resources
Data-intensive applications
should use optimized file
system.

How to leverage distributed
HPC systems
Reason

PVFS2 helps in reducing the I/O and network bottlenecks

Much higher performance can be obtained through mapping the neighbour subdomains to the
neighbour processors

Dividing a large geographic scope into multiple small geographic coverage areas based on the
spatiotemporal pattern of dust storm produces small areas whose simulation takes much less
time to complete

Table 2. Experimental results for better leveraging HPC with spatiotemporal patterns.
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Figure 10. After optimization, 18 subdomains run on facility A using NMM-dust model can be
completed within 2 hours.

The research results demonstrate a great potential to solve computing problems that
require conducting clustered high-resolution phenomena prediction for a large geographic
domain. More research and advancements in relevant fields would greatly enhance the
applicability of the methodologies introduced in the article in the next decade including
the following research aspects:
Cost model: The computing and communication time is based on many factors, such as
the amount of computing nodes, network bandwidth, CPU speed, memory, parallelization degree, parallelization methods, mapping of the subdomain to computing
nodes, spatial domain and spatial resolution of the model, and the geospatial nature
of the scientific problem. The factors will determine the total computing time and
communication required for each computing subroutine. A cost model, considering all these factors, would be very helpful to design scheduling algorithms and
allocate suitable computing resources for similar forecasting problems.
Integration and validation: The validation of the adaptive loosely coupled nesting
models to perform real-time dust storm forecasting should be performed. The
integration of the performance improvement technologies and validation of model
results by comparing to real-time observations should be conducted.
Model combination: The success of the loosely coupled nested model depends on two
assumptions: (1) the coarse model can perform a quick and accurate forecasting
and the results are accurate enough to identify the high dust concentration areas
and (2) the finer model can perform a more accurate and detailed forecasting on
subdomains after ingesting the results of the coarse model. In this article, Eta-8bin
model is used as the coarse model and NMM-dust model is used as the finer model.
In the future, the two models will be put in operational environments.
Spatiotemporal computing: In practice, the simulation of dust storms is very dynamic
in spatiotemporal scales; therefore, it requires the dynamic allocation of computing resources. The spatiotemporal patterns are also of great importance to address
other aspects of geographic sciences, such as visualizing spatiotemporal intensive datasets from simulation models. Therefore, conducting research using HPC
techniques in combination with 3D and 4D visualization techniques would help
understand the results of complex simulations to enable the modelling of complex problems in a convenient fashion (Li et al. 2011). A middleware considering
these spatiotemporal patterns would optimize and enable the allocation and use of
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computing resources for geospatial applications effectively and efficiently (Huang
and Yang 2010). In the future, it would be necessary to develop a middleware that
can schedule the tasks in a way that improves the scalability and performance of
networked computing nodes by fully considering the spatiotemporal patterns. Such
an effort would also help to construct a better geospatial cyber infrastructure (Yang
et al. 2011a).
Spatial cloud computing (SCC): SCC is expected to be the next generation platform
to support geospatial science applications (Yang et al. 2011b). Adaptive loosely
coupled models require a large computing pool to run various AOIs identified by a
coarse model in parallel to achieve the best performance. In addition, real-time dust
storm simulation is a big data application with computing and concurrent access
spikes when a dust storm approaches. Different amounts of computing resources
are required at different times to run low- or high-resolution models for a large geographic region. This causes computing spike requirements that can be best handled
by elastic and on demand SCC.
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